TO LIVE WELL & TO DO WELL
A STUDY GUIDE for groups
Based on the award winning book:
From Genocide to Generosity
(Langham Global, 2015)
by John Steward PhD
Video introduction to every session
and Facilitator’s guide

Ten sessions:
1. GROUP PRACTICE
2. TELLING MY STORY
3. PRACTICE OF GRIEF
4. GRIEF & FEELINGS
5. VALUING FEELINGS
6. EXPRESSING EMOTIONS
7. TWELVE STEPS OF FORGIVENESS
8. PRACTISE OF FORGIVENESS
9. JUSTICE & GENEROSITY
10. MAKE PEACE IF YOU CAN

Endorsements of the study guide will be added as they are received.
This material may be used freely, with appropriate acknowledgement of the
source. The package will be updated as feedback is received from facilitators of
small groups.
The study guide development was assisted by regular input from a group of
resource people. Many thanks to Simone White, Rosemary Clarkson, Olivia
Loenne, Lis Porter, Irene Alexander, Neville Carr, David Turnbull, Geoff Spillane
and Jonathan Dawson.
The introductory videos were recorded at Harvest Training College, Scoresby,
Victoria with the assistance of studio manager Tex Houston.
Filming and video editing was by Jonathan Dawson of SALT Videography.
The website 2live4give.org was created by David Fullerton. David also supplied
the links to short videos that he and Sally Morgan use for the Vanishing Point
curriculum (see rwandanstories.org).
Photographs were supplied by Sandi Steward, Colin Smith, Diedre Sorenson and
David Fullerton.
The graphic in sessions 3 & 4 came from a 1984 publication by the Nunawading
community house, but we have been unable to discover who created it.
Jean Paul Samputu generously gave his story and songs for session 8, and the
segment with Vincent in session 9.
The final handout for Session 10 is the work of David Fullerton and is taken from
the DVD Choices on the Way to Peace.
Sincere thanks to all these contributors. I apologise for any omissions and will
correct that as soon as I become aware.
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Session 1. Forming a Group to work together
Preparation for this session is by reading a part of the Prologue.1
1. Most of us have had experiences of hurt and violation because of
what others have unthinkingly or carelessly said and done to us, or
said about us. To have a good discussion in a group we must first feel
safe and free to open our hearts.
Discuss: What kind of behavior do I need so I will feel safe in this
group?
(You’ll make a list when you get to step 4)
2. In the section entitled Bearing witness to healing,2 Drusilla was
helped by a small group to gain insight from her painful loss:
What do we learn from this about how we assist a person to tell
their story?
What happens to the sharing when the listeners receive what is
being said without evaluating, correcting or interrogating the
speaker?
What is the value of the listeners sensitively asking clarifying
questions?
3. Near the end of Part 1 Coping with Chaos3 I ask Professor Simon
about what frees people to talk about sensitive matters in a small
group. He stresses the need for ‘Agreed Rules’, which act as
boundaries that keep us safe, such as
• What is said stays in the group (confidentiality),
• We look at people when they speak (focus),
• We share our stories to offer people something deep from
within ourselves (trust),
• We share freely, because the group is listening and no one is
evaluating or correcting us (discipline & acceptance).
4. Our group needs to operate as a free and safe space, as people who
welcome all contributions unconditionally, where we can ask the
speaker to clarify or amplify without needing to correct, contradict or
change what they say.

Book: p xiii-xviii
Book: p xv
3 Book: Top half of p 31
1
2
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Make a list of what our group agrees we need to function well
and be a safe space. Commit to remind ourselves of this list each
time we begin.
5. Now form pairs.
Person A speaks for 4 mins on
What I like about being in this group.
Person B practices listening, receiving and accepting what A says.
After clarifying questions the hearer (B) may respond with a simple
and brief comment of ‘What touches me about what you said is that…’
Then reverse the roles for 4 mins plus clarifying and commenting.
6. Before we close this session each group member is encouraged to
create a personal safety net to care for themselves by arranging for
someone to be available after each group session. This person will
support and mentor them as they reflect after the sessions and read
to prepare for the next.
Choose a friend or wise person (possibly someone who is not in
the group) who you will ask to companion and support you in
person or by phone after each session. Some of the stories from
Rwanda may remind us of difficult things from our own
experience. We will cope best if we can bring our reaction out
into the open and discuss it with a caring person. Ask this person
to be available for when you call on them.
Note: If any of the stories in the book are too hard for you to
engage with, just leave them.
PS: we talk about your own comments and experience, not that of
others in the group
7. Confirm the date & time for the next group session.
The preparation is to read some more of Part 1. Coping with Chaos.4
8. Close with each person saying a word or phrase that sums up:
What I am feeling about this journey right now is…
[any one may choose to say: ‘I Pass’]

4

Book: p20-26
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Session 2. Group work on telling my story
Insights into life; knowing my journey.
Prepare for this session: read a section of Part 1 Coping with Chaos.5
1. To have a good group discussion about our lives we must first feel
safe and free. Review the agreements we made in the first session:
Read the list of our what group needs to function well and be a
safe space.
Is there anything that we feel is missing and want to add to our
list?
2. Divide into threes (or pairs). Each person is invited to share a 15
minutes summary of their life journey, while the listener(s) stay
silent.
The listeners may then ask one or two questions to expand or clarify
(find out more or to get a clearer understanding) but NOT to
evaluate, analyze, advise and correct. Then the listeners say what
touched them in what they heard (total time 25 mins per person X 3
= 1 ¼ hour).
Only share what you wish to share.
3. As a whole group: reflect on what I experienced in telling my story.
What was it like being listened to?
What happened when I could speak without pressure from the
listener(s)?
Do not reveal details or comment on the content of others’ stories,
just your own.
4. Then, What it was like to listen respectfully to the story of another?
5. Group sharing: what impressed me from the reading to prepare for
this session?
What in this experience today helps me connect with the stories in the
first two paragraphs on p 21 & Josephine’s words on p 23 & 24 (“Since
my childhood…).

5

Book: p 20-26
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6. Reflection
What stays with me today?
What am I feeling now?
7. Confirm the date and time for the next group session.
8. Preparation: Read the section Insights from Josephine 6and the last
page of Munyeli7 beginning with “During our conversation…”
9. Watch brief videos on Rwanda’s story:
i. A short history https://vimeo.com/19089972
ii. Aftermath of genocide https://vimeo.com/19091766
iii. The most dangerous ideas https://vimeo.com/18649692

6
7

Book: p 27-29
Book: p 51-52 (above the photo)
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Session 3. Group work on GRIEF & LOSS
Prepare for this session by reading sections of Part 1 Coping with
Chaos8
1. To have a good group discussion about grief we must feel safe and
free. Review the agreements we’ve made to work well as a group:
Add anything to our list that we now think is missing.
2. Grief is important; it is an expression of the loss of someone or
something we have loved or hoped for; the deeper we loved them,
the greater is our grief.
Recall the signs of grief on Drusilla’s face9
‘Give sorrow words…’ (Shakespeare, Macbeth IV)
Now ponder privately for a few minutes:
When I look in a mirror what emotions do my face show?
When I look into my heart what colour do I see there?
What weighs down my body?
Briefly share one of my thoughts with the group.
[Only tell what I wish to share.]
3. Reflect on the section of Part 1 from Process, Journey, Possibility
to the end of The Possibility of Reconciliation.10
List the different words that describe aspects of grief
Ask myself: What feelings of this kind are within me?
Safely share one feeling (or pass).
4. The role of feelings and emotions on the path of grief.
Read the section Looking Back .11 Then reflect together:
What speaks to me from this reading?
What helps me get in touch with my emotions?
What am I feeling most strongly in me now?
5. Spend 15 minutes in quiet and find a way to say or show what my
body is telling me – by drawing in my notebook, making a collage,
writing poetry or music, or developing a dance or mime. If I like I’ll
share it with the group.
Book: p 15-18 & 23-29
Book: xv-xvi
10 Book: p 13-15
11 Book: p 21-23
8
9
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6. Grief’s emotions: look at the left hand side of the chart (Don’t
worry just now about the right hand side - we look at that next time).
Observe the feelings that I can experience in a time of grief.
Talk in pairs about how these difficult feelings can press down inside
when they stay in our body.

We cannot heal what we cannot feel. Dale Bronner
7. Now recall what we read in Eyewitness to Transformation12
What touches me from Josephine’s story is…
What symptoms do I notice from my own grief?
Share what I can.
8. Reflection & Feedback
Did I get an insight on my life today?
If so, what new meaning does it bring to me?
Can I express what I am feeling now?
What I will tell my support person after this session is…
9. Next session: Read again the Insights from Josephine13 and then
Munyeli14. Make a collage, do a drawing or write a poem of ‘what speaks
to me in this reading.’
12

Book: p 23-25 (stopping at ‘… all the dignity I can muster’).
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Session 4. Group work on grief and feelings

1. We remind ourselves of what makes this group a safe and free space.
2. We discover how much life impacts us when we consider the role of feelings
and emotions on the path from grief to healing. Last session we saw some of the
symptoms of grief that can be within us. In Eye-Witness to Transformation15
we saw hope emerge in Josephine as she understood the purpose of deep grief.
Now we reflect together on Insights from Josephine16 and Munyeli17.
What were some of Josephine & Munyeli’s feelings?
What are my feelings today?
3. Returning to the Grief chart (see over): We recall the downward curve on the
left of the Grief cycle. The feelings listed there are part of what we might
experience in times of grief, loss, disappointment, disaster, and shame. We often
hold those feelings close to our heart – even suppress them, or pretend they are
not there or not that important. But they are!
Comment on ”Why this part of the cycle is important to me.”
4. The left side of the cycle does not include the word anger. We find it on the
bottom right-hand side of the diagram; it is grouped with three other words that
may flow from grief. Anger is the feeling that rises above the surface, like the tip
of an iceberg. Hidden beneath anger is at least one of the kinds of feelings on the
left-hand side. This is always true about anger – it is the public face of unacknowledged feelings that lie under the surface. That is why we call anger ‘the
second feeling’. If I cannot express my real feeling, anger pops up to do it.
If I can say what I am feeling, then anger can become a good energy source.
Read p xiv and talk about how anger can grow from a simple cause.
5. Look at the bottom right of the chart: The expression of anger has three
vicious companions: hatred, resentment and hostility. They are high intensity
and may unleash violence (revenge). They can lead to abuse in various forms:
physical, mental, psychological, emotional, economic, sexual, and spiritual. Abuse
can be subtle, overt or disguised; it may be directed to my self and/or others.
Violence makes me less than I can be, and impact others especially those I love.
6. People may not be aware of my deep feelings, because I hide or ignore them.
Those I am close to, like my family, are more likely to see my expressions of anger
with its three partners. I reveal these when I have no control of my feelings, or
become impatient and choose violence. This happens because I fail to listen to
my feelings or do not respect them or don’t express them in a healthy way.
Group talks about ‘What these thoughts mean for me, and how I relate to others.’
7. Now we explore the rest of the chart:
Book: p 27-29
Book: p 49-52
15 Book: p 23-25
16 Book: p 27-29
17 book: p 51
13
14
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Looking at the trough we see:
a. The energy from the feelings that arise at times of grief and loss gathers within
me. In this low place we begin to discover our ‘dragons’: we can feel a darkness
that is threatening and unfriendly. This is where hatred, anger, resentment may
burst out into hostility against others or myself.
b. If I repeatedly blame myself for feeling stuck I can remain caught in a cycle
where I am held hostage by these difficult emotions and bad expressions. Selfblame (and shame) can trap me in that spot.
c. BUT, if I choose to find relief then hope will arise in new feelings of the kind
shown on the rising curve of the chart. We may then experience some of the
feelings on the right curve that bring light and new energy.
Chat in pairs about one heavy or dark feeling I have felt within me.
8. How can I move from the ‘storm’ of my difficult experiences and sad emotions
to a hopeful place, more like a garden than a dungeon? Here is an exercise to
explore this mystery for myself:
Think of a time when I found myself expressing one of the four ‘dragons’.
What were my feelings at that time? What action or event produced this negative
energy in me? What did I do with the feelings and whose behavior did I model in my
response? Was I able to experience any of the feelings on the side where the curve
rises? How did that happen? What could have helped me?
We all might need to think more about this last question and come prepared to
say something more next session. Talk over the questions with my support person.
9. Closing:

What feelings do I need to face today?
What has helped me today? Why was it helpful?

10. Preparation for session 5: Reading pages 69-70, 73-75, and 80-81.
10

Session 5. Self aware, valuing feelings
1. Share how you feel free and safe to speak in this group and be
supported by it.
2. What response did I make to the question at the end of session 4?
How I responded to one bad feeling? What changed in me so I could rise
up the curve? What has happened in me since then and how have I
changed?
3. On p 17 Prof Simon talks about one stage of his workshop where
Rwandans ‘analyse their feelings, understand them and decide to
manage them. They learn a lot about themselves and their parents.
They discover models of relating and communicating, which show
respect towards others: partner, child, friend, enemy or stranger.’
This is our focus in this session.
Share what I learned about feelings from my parents, siblings or other
significant people in my life. What did they say? What was the tone of
their words?
4. Read aloud these words about feelings from some of the
storytellers: Makoriko was dominated by fear (p 70). As mother,
stepmother and adopting mother she modelled this fear to 11
children, all living under the same roof. Sabamungu was
quarrelsome and bitter (p 73) and his nieces were frightened of him,
while he was a stern father to his children. Nsabiyera hated and was
revengeful (p 80). His energy was consumed by inner unrest and
pain. He was modelling this behaviour to his children. Mama Deborah
could not trust anyone (p 86) and had no one to confide in. Her
children could see her isolation, loneliness and struggle. Karigirwa
commented, after she became self-aware: “with regard to my
emotions when I was abusive towards others I was also suffering
myself.” (p 40). John was educated to believe: “you can’t trust your
feelings” and “strong feelings can damage relationships”(p xiv)
5. One approach used in Rwanda was developed in the 1960’s by
Eric Berne. Called Transactional Analysis it suggests that our
communication involves behaviour that reflects the natural feelings
within us as a child, as well as the feelings conveyed by messages we
received from our parents or other influential adults. Our thoughts
(preferences and choices) as adults constantly weigh up a
combination of fresh thinking and the messages handed to us by
others.
11

As part of changing my self-awareness I can re-consider my habits,
choices and priorities and consider if I want to make a new choice.
See p 26.
On p 70 Makoriko says ‘I saw that some emotions were very positive
and others of them were negative. I was not to ignore the negative
emotions but to work out the appropriate behaviour that would
allow me to express those emotions without damaging other people.’
We read about the efforts of some of the youth to do this in Rwanda
(p 141 & 142 & p 145).
Karigirwa alerts us to the importance of this for communication on
p 40: ‘I learned how to talk appropriately and to control my feelings –
to acknowledge to whom I am speaking, their circumstances and
never to say anything that could hurt another person…to speak in a
manner called, ’I am OK, you are OK.’
6. A story to introduce kinds of communication: The facilitator
reads the story to the group – it is an adaptation of a Middle Eastern
story (6 mins). Listen and then talk in the group about:
Who changed and how did they change? Did anyone not change? Why?
7. Application of one Transactional Analysis concept video (14
mins).
Group Discussion: What is helpful for me in this explanation; what
makes sense to me; what do I not yet understand well?
8. Learn by role-playing:
Try these examples and identify the feelings that were being conveyed
in the story. Then change to a more appropriate tone of voice. What is
that like? What has changed?
The younger son wants to leave. One person be the son, the other is
the boss at the start.
The boss sees the son coming: the boss and the son when they
reunite.
The older son responds to the boss and refuses to come inside.
Then try these:
i. A parent helping a child who is unable to reach the door handle.
ii. A teenager who does not like what the second person (a parent) is
asking.
iii. A parent who treats their partner as inferior.
iv. Partners who relate respectfully over a difficult issue as persons of
equal value and significance.
12

9. Reflection TO READ SLOWLY.
‘How I use my tongue will tell me of my unhealed pain, my unconfessed resentment, my un-forgiven acts, my un-willingness to
forgive, my inability to reconcile.By knowing myself in this practical
way I become aware of where I am failing to live well; and that makes
it hard for me to do well.’
10. Summary
Today’s session has been an invitation to use peaceful ways to speak.
What is my personal challenge from today?
11. Preparation for session 6.
This is the secret to breaking the chain by which a victim becomes a
perpetrator.
p 99 last paragraph.
Michael Lapsley speaks of ...seeking to break the chain whereby the
[unhealed] victim becomes the perpetrator, by acknowledging the pain
of the past and...to see the connection between their own mistreatment
and their victimisation of others.
Read about:
Feelings p. 25;
I’m OK, You’re Ok p. 27;
Emotions p. 84;
Brokenness p. 133.
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Session 5. Step 6: FACILITATOR READS THIS ALOUD before a brief discussion
The younger of two sons in a middle eastern family got tired of working on the
family farm and decided to confront the boss with his plan to quit his job and to
travel. In order to pay out his share of the estate the boss had to break normal
tradition and mortgage one third of the farmland with its stock, implements and
buildings. This was most embarrassing, as the community would laugh at the
boss and think ‘anyone doing that is just losing their mind’.
But the young son was brash and did not care – he just wanted the money. And
so he disappeared from the district and was not seen for a long time. The older
brother kept running the farm but now had more work to manage – so you can
imagine that he was not impressed. Remember, one third of all income was now
needed to repay the loan (and reduce the mortgage). So at this stage the only
winner was the deserter, far away and enjoying himself.
But, as happens to many of us, having a good time costs money and the tourist
kid ran short of it. He got a job on a pig farm and was allowed to forage for food.
At times he was so hungry that he was tempted to eat the scraps, which were
meant for the pigs. He felt he was going crazy and his mind came up with a wild
idea: ‘I’ll go back to the old farm and ask if I could be a day labourer.’ He
reckoned that the work and food on the old farm was far better than what he had
now.
When he was desperate enough he made the trip back. His sandal broke and his
clothes were sweaty and smelly, but this did not stop him. He felt nervous as he
limped towards his old work place, especially as he had to go through the village
centre to get there. He knew he’d be recognised and would be jeered; they’d call
out ‘blimey – what a failure’, ‘poor beggar’ and worse than that. He’d just keep his
head down and put one foot in front of the other.
As he approached the edge of the village a noise suddenly came his way and he
looked up. Blow me down – that was the old boss running towards him. The sad
lad was confused at first: the boss’s brown hair was now grey, and to run in
public was actually below the dignity of a local business leader who should’ve
been riding a donkey. But the boss kept getting closer and, can you believe it,
zoomed right up to him and, despite the smell, began to hug him. Behind the boss
trailed a couple of staff and the boss shouted back at them, ‘it’s him, my child – go
and get some water from the well, get some sandals ready, and clean clothes’.
People realised this was a good moment and they rushed out of their houses and
started dancing and clapping. It was unreal – the sad and sorry lad was almost
dragged along the path back to the farm and told to wash up and get dressed.
The boss declared a ‘tools down’ afternoon and gave orders for a celebration
party with fine food and wine. As they all said: ‘this son was dead and is alive
again, he was lost and now we’ve got him back’.
Later that day when the boss looked around for the older brother, he was
nowhere to be found. So they searched everywhere to find him and say ‘take a
break, come and enjoy the party’. The older brother wasn’t having any of that. He
ranted at the boss – ‘you are so stupid. This lad did what he could to ruin our
business – and now you say it is great to have him back! Bunkum. What about
me? – I work hard every day, I never waste a thing, and I never get given a party.
There’s no way… I’m NOT celebrating this farce.’ The boss could do nothing but
leave the loyal worker standing outside in the heat of the afternoon sun, redfaced in his own anger. The boss went sadly to continue the festivities.
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HANDOUT: FROM THE I’M OK, U’R OK video:
Four positions in relating:
1. I + U + means I am OK, you are OK
2. I + U - means I am OK, you are not OK
3. I - U + means I am not OK, you are OK
4. I - U – means I am not OK & you are not OK.
Clarification
•

I + U – is the position of demand, control, correctness [blame others]

•

I - U + is the position of submissive, contrite, surrender [blame self]

•

I + U + is the place of being welcome, open, receptive [position of decision;
no blame]

•

I - U – is the point of resentment, revenge, resistance [both are to blame]

The younger son:
•

Starts with giving the boss a message I wish you were dead: I + U -

•

He wastes his heritage, and realizes I am not OK. I am in a mess

•

He regrets this and has a pragmatic repentance

•

He prepares a new speech: I - U +

The older brother:
•

He doesn’t defend the parent, I + U -

•

When the younger one comes home, his attitude worsens: Your son was
wasteful

•

He then adds: I have nothing to celebrate, I have no brother I - U -

The Boss:
•

Accepts the outrageous demand of the younger son

•

Breaks tradition and runs to meet him

•

Puts the best robe on the son & gives shoes etc.

•

Orders a feast, not an enquiry

•

Invites the older son to join them

•

Offers generosity to both the brothers
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The Boss is always I+U+
The I+U+ is our goal in communicating – we make that choice and
take our feelings into account in what and how we communicate. The
voice, the face and the emotions all contribute to the body language.

This summary outline created by John Steward, 2018
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Session 6. Emotions & being free
Prepare for this session by reading Feelings p. 25; I’m OK You’re Ok
p. 27; Emotions p. 84; Brokenness p. 133.
1. To have a good group process we read our agreements to feel safe
and free.
2. Group catch-up and sharing:
How am I today? What impacted me from the last session?
What did I enjoy from the readings to prepare for this session?
What questions has it raised for me?
3. We communicate out of our feelings – we show them in our tone of
voice, the words we choose and our body language. As a GROUP
consider the question of what we could say or do when anger (or one
of the other ‘dragons’) comes into the conversation and things get
‘heated’ either in me or in the person talking to me (or in both of us).

Keep in mind the OK Corral, because Position 1 is the only position
that does not involve violence. When I am living in the ‘I’m OK, U’R
OK’ position, and anger rises above the surface, I pause and ask ‘now
what is the feeling underneath the anger?’
If I am speaking with another person, I can take appropriate action to
slow down, or even stop, the conversation until I know the first
feeling.
What sort of things can I say or do to cool things down when anger gets
in the way?
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4. I can only reach position 1 [‘I’m OK, You are OK’] by means of
forgiveness. And I will need to regularly practise forgiveness to stay
there.
Discuss in pairs: “Human nature does not readily forgive”, says Mama
Deborah (p. 87).
What is my experience of giving & receiving forgiveness?
What is it about forgiveness that I find challenging or difficult?
5. Feedback your thoughts to the Group and combine your thoughts
on ‘The challenges of forgiveness’ into one list.
6. Then the Group makes a list What forgiveness is not?
7. Forgiveness is a journey that takes time; forgiveness is difficult but
possible. Read aloud to the group Mama Deborah’s journey to
forgive p. 89 middle (‘Then I started thinking…’) to p. 91 (…he was
welcome at our place). Then read the paragraph by a young woman
as she decides to forgive p. 146 (‘My mum has been saying…’). Then
talk about:
Where do I identify with the struggle to forgive
in Mama Deborah and the young woman?
8. Feedback:
What has helped me today?
What I don’t yet understand about forgiveness is …
9. Readings to prepare for session 7:
Nyamutera p. 65 (top half of page)
Nsabiyera p. 84 (fifth point)
Makoriko p. 71 (top half)
Sabamungu p. 73-75 (middle)
Karigirwa p. 40 last paragraph (‘The fourth impact, which helped… “)
10. Watch two short videos:
In the Marshes https://vimeo.com/19089327
Building peace https://vimeo.com/19317401
The first video is not an easy story, but gives background to the
second.
If you can, watch these with another person,
so that you have someone to talk with
about what you see and how it impacts you.
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Session 7. Twelve steps of Forgiveness
Prepare for this session by reading p. 65 (top half), p. 84 (fifth point),
p. 71 (top half), p. 73-75 (middle) AND p. 40 last paragraph.
1. To have a good group discussion we read our agreements to feel
safe and free.
What is the most helpful agreement for me?
2. Group sharing:
How am I today?
What touched me from the readings for this session?
What questions do I bring?

3. Pairs work: The Courage to Confess. Read p. 129. Karinda walked
7 km in silence with Saverina. After they returned in silence. It took
some days for Karinda to accept Saverina’s invitation to visit her.
Because of deep emotions he needed that time to find the courage to
confess. Discuss:
What could be difficult for Karinda in confessing?
What benefits do I think Karinda would receive from confessing?
Identify several aspects on the rising curve that come as a result.
4. Whole Group: stay in the group for the remainder of this session.
Firstly give your Feedback of: Insights from step 3.
Then discuss:
What has stayed with me from last session about
Forgiveness and its role in I’m OK, Ur OK ?
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5. READ again the paragraph by Karigirwa on p. 40 commencing: ‘The
fourth impact…’. Also read top half of p. 28 (Fourth… & Fifth…).
Listen without comment…
Then read twice: the first parts of the Appendix, steps 1-6 of the
Twelve steps of forgiveness18. Discuss:
What this means to me as one who has suffered
because of what others have said and done to me.
What is the most challenging point for me?
[Only share what you wish to share].
6. Read twice the second part of the Appendix, steps 7-12 and
discuss:
What new ideas lie in these thoughts?
What is most helpful for me in these 12 steps?
What is the most difficult thing for me to understand?
7. A Case study: Read p. 126 and talk about some of the ideas in the
Twelve steps that worked for Alice in forgiving Emmanuel. (In the
book I use their Rwandan names: Mukarurinda and Ndayisaba).
8. Reflection: Make your own notes to these questions; just
mention one thing in the group sharing. Then between now and
the next session, reflect further on what you have written and
receive what comes as invitation.
What am I feeling now?
What new insight do I have about myself?
What I want to change in my attitude and behavior is…
What do I need to do about this, and how will I find the courage
for it?
What will I tell my mentor/support person this week?
9. Next session: Read the thoughts of Annie and Munyeli on pages
130-133
What is shifting in my thinking is…
10. Watch the videos:
A good man https://vimeo.com/19089855
Making amends https://vimeo.com/19090168
My Interhamwe friend https://vimeo.com/19090081
18

The Twelve steps of Forgiveness p 177
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12-step process of forgiveness
Forgiveness is not a unique [single/ simple] act, but an inner pilgrimage [to forgive is to
find peace in yourself].
1. Not to take revenge and to cease offensive actions. The walk towards forgiveness
begins with two decisions: to decide not to revenge, and to stop the offensive
situation. There is no point wanting to forgive if the offensive situation is continuing.
2. Recognise our inner Wounds. If we deny and hide the wound, we also cover over the
possibility of healing. This person has hurt me/offended me, and I suffer because of
this. Denying, minimising or avoiding are defense mechanisms that prevent us from
reaching real forgiveness; they hold the energy inside us [often causing headaches,
stomach pains, sleeplessness].
3. Share our inner wound with someone. Rather than bear the wound all by our self,
tell the story to someone who will listen and not judge, moralise or give advice. This
allows us to see the situation in a larger perspective. Every telling shares a little
more of our pain, while the story also loses a little of its power over us.
4. Identify the loss and grieve it. List all the losses caused by the offence and grieve for
what you have lost. Weep, wail, mourn, and reminisce.
5. Accept the anger and the desire for revenge. It is natural, but it does not have to
push us to destructive actions. Anger is there to express the need for justice; we
need to fully imagine vengeance in images. Slowly the images will go.
6. Forgive myself. We feel guilt, shame, and blame, and a desire for revenge – these
affect our inner harmony and need forgiveness, as do our mistakes. To forgive
ourselves is the first condition allowing us to forgive others.
7. Understand our offender. Put aside blame and place my self in the other’s place –
imagine their suffering, realising what they did is irreversible. Recognize their value
as a human being; accept their mystery.
8. Find some meaning for the offence in our life. With time we might see some positive
value or meaning to what happened. But this cannot be felt straight after the event.
9. Know that we are worthy of forgiveness and already forgiven. Each of us has been
forgiven many times; forgiveness gives us dignity and a sense of value. For those
who accept the idea of a God who forgives, there is the possibility to feel accepted
unconditionally.
10. Stop pursuing forgiveness. Forgiveness is not a moral obligation. We cannot demand
it from others. Not all people are ready to forgive – they do not respond to pressure.
The process needs time and everyone has their own process. Pressure to forgive
only adds guilt and builds walls of resistance and resentment.
11. Open ourselves to the grace to forgive. It is not natural, it is beyond comprehension
– we don’t understand in advance how we will forgive. We often need to call on
divine help.
12. Decide to end the relationship/friendship or renew it. If forgiveness leads to
reconciliation, it is impossible to meet each other in the way it was before the
offence. The relationship will begin on a new basis. Forgiveness may be given and
the relationship ends, for different reasons. It is still beneficial for the offended and
the offender.
Adapted from: Rose Poletti, with Barbara Dobbs in
Monbourquette, Comment on Forgiveness , Novalis, 1992.
Used as a handout in the Personal Development Workshops in Rwanda since 1996.
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Session 8. Practice of forgiveness
Can I really still say I could never forgive?
To prepare: read the thoughts of Annie and Munyeli pp 130-133.
1. Read our agreements to feel safe and free.
2. Group sharing. How am I?
What aspect in the understanding of forgiveness is helping me?
Why was this particular aspect helpful for me?
What touched me from the readings to prepare for this session?
3. Describing Forgiveness.
a. Work alone. Write a short description of forgiveness for a child or
create a picture to explain the concept.
b. Share back in the Group (no discussion).
c. Allocate one of the seven readings to each person (read silently).
The top paragraph of page 110 or 114 or 130.
The top half of page 131 or 113.
The bottom half of page 126 or 146.
d. After a few minutes each one describes ‘What my reading conveys
about forgiveness is...’
4. Discuss in the Group:
What makes it difficult for me to forgive myself?
What would make it possible?
When I can forgive myself, what happens in me?
5. Apology: No one has apologized to Michael Lapsley (p. 98 ‘In
reflecting on…’) and he does not know who sent the letter bomb to
him. Read other sections of apologies on p. 65 (top half), p.
71(bottom half), p. 114 (top half), p. 123 (top half).
What is the value of apologizing?
Why is it hard for me to apologize?
What could happen in me when/if I do apologize?
6. Video Jean-Paul Samputu: listen to his story (See Samputu notes)
7. Forgiving:
What light does Samputu offer on the practice of forgiveness?
What encourages me from his example?
8. Reflection
What have I gained from this session? What am I feeling now?
Is there an action I need to consider? To whom do I need to speak, what will I say?
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What will I discuss with my support/mentor?
9. Next session: Read the thoughts of Munyeli p. 109 -111; on Gacaca p.118 -119;
and Nsabiyera (p. 84 bottom half). What appeals to me from these readings about
justice?
10. Watch two videos
This Striking Cover http://2live4give.org/category/genocide-to-generosity/
Justice, a Creative process https://vimeo.com/19090551
SAMPUTU notes in summary:
(May 14, 2017)
A well-known and popular Rwandan singer.
Was sent out of the country by his father in 1990.
Lost his parents, 3 brothers and a sister in 1994.
Found out that his boyhood friend Vincent had killed his father.
Jean Paul wanted to get revenge.
Went through 8 years of self-destruction, using alcohol and strong drugs.
‘I lost my mind.’
‘A singer needs joy – I stopped singing.’
Was full of anger and bitterness. ‘I wanted to kill him, but it was killing me.’
Sought help of all kinds, including from witchdoctors.
Took stronger drugs hoping to die.
Friends gathered to support him because they expected he was near the end.
They took him to a prayer mountain in Uganda.
As his friends prayed, Samputu heard: You will not die. You need to forgive.
Spent 3 months in that place – the message was repeated with new insights:
Forgiveness is for you, not the offender. Forgiveness is to release you from your
prison. We become what we do not forgive. Your healing is in your hands.
He stopped the drugs and the drinking, but remained bitter – ‘until I said “yes” to
the voice. Nothing else has worked… let me just try.’
‘The minute I said “yes” I was delivered’.
Samputu regained his voice and joy; he won three big music awards.
He returned to Rwanda 2008; he went to the gacaca traditional tribunal and
announced ‘I have forgiven Vincent for killing my father’.
He embraced Vincent and they ate together.
He also forgave two of the accomplices (Eugene and Musoni).
At first Vincent suspected it was a political game; he could not believe that a
Tutsi would forgive him. Vincent’s wife pointed out that Samputu was acting out
of his faith and Vincent needed to accept it as genuine.
Vincent explained that he was forced to kill because that was ‘the law of
genocide’: the closest neighbor must finish the killing’.
Vincent showed Jean Paul where his father’s body lay.
In 2009 Samputu and Vincent began to spread the message of forgiveness.
Most Christians opposed them or ignored them.
Samputu says, ‘our world has a culture of revenge. Forgiving is not popular.
One genocide brings another genocide, one war brings another war.
We transmit our traumas, which we have inherited from our ancestors.
Love your enemies is the Christian standard.’
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Session 9. Justice and Generosity
Prepare for this session by reading the thoughts of Munyeli pp. 109-110; on
Gacaca pp.118-119 and Nsabiyera (p. 84 bottom half).
1. Read our agreements to feel safe and free.
Which items on the list help me respect others in the group, even when I disagree?
2. Group sharing:
How am I today?
What has shifted in me or what change do I wish to see in me?
What interested me from the readings for this session?
3. Group: Read from the middle of p. 25 to the end of p. 26.
Discuss the most challenging moments for Josephine.
How is this encounter opening up the possibility for justice?
4. In pairs or threes: Read the sections ‘Educating prisoners’ on pp. 112- 113 &
‘The Gacaca Process’, p.116.
Discuss:
How do these four words contribute to justice?
i. Truth-telling ii. Confession iii. Apology iv. Compensation
5. Watch the short video of Vincent speaking a month after receiving forgiveness
from Jean Paul.
Discuss:
What is difficult in confessing?
Why was it hard for him to accept Jean Paul’s offer,
even after Vincent had written a confession while in prison?
6. The Parable of the Bicycle. Read p. 98 & the top paragraph of p. 99. Discuss:
How does this develop my understanding of restorative justice?
Michael Lapsley has yet to receive justice for the wrong done against him,
so how does he cope, and how does that help me?
7. Thinking about justice:
A. Two hands of forgiveness. I learnt this idea from both Josephine and Mama
Deborah. A physical response means that my body language adds strength to the
words: I hold out my left hand, palm up with fingers pointing towards the
offender and say, “I have forgiven you, you don’t need to ask for forgiveness – I have
let go of my bitterness and my right to take revenge.”
Then I hold up my right hand so the palm faces the other person as police do to
signal ‘STOP’. I firmly insist: “…but what you did was wrong and I want to know
what you will do to restore something of what was lost?”
This is the moment; often it is the only opportunity, where the victim can
personally challenge the offender. At the top of p. 99, see how Michael Lapsley
would do this and observe how his words are ‘I’m OK, U’r OK’.
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This confronting without violence is the opposite of the idea of ‘turn the other
cheek’, which seems like saying ‘ I’ll accept more humiliation from you.’19
There is good reason why I must be careful not to minimize forgiveness or offer
it too quickly. I need the right moment to engage with the offender, confirm my
choice to forgive and make clear the challenge of restorative justice.

B. Two feet of justice. What does this action look like? It pictures repentance,
apology and restitution.
The offender stops running away from the person they have hurt; one foot turns
180 degrees; they now face the person they offended. Then the other foot steps
forward towards the person while they make apology and offer to restore
something of what was lost.
I saw this at work in Bembereza (p. 115) and Musabyimana (p. 123-124).
Bembereza arranged for Delphina to have his car as a kind of compensation;
Musabyimana made a door for the damaged house of Buhanda’s sister as an
expression of his desire to return something for what was lost.
Naturally a car or a door is hardly compensation for the death of a loved one - yet
they are a symbol of confession and contrition. After their years of being in jail,
then rejected by friends after their release, neither man had much he could
contribute. This was as generous as they could be at the time.
Remember too the ‘compensation’ that Mama Deborah accepted (p. 91), when
she received and adopted the young man who confessed that he was the one who
took the life of her son.
Get into pairs: Practice these two postures with words and actions. Doing and
saying it helps us feel decisive about ‘Two hands of forgiveness; two feet of
justice’.
8. Reflection
What stays with me today?
What am I feeling now?
What action or decision do I need to take?
9. Next session: Read Musabyimana’s story on pages 122-124.
The non-violent concept is clarified by Walter Wink, whose work can be found
on the web. Search ‘Walter Wink & turn the other cheek’.
19
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Session 10. Making peace
TELLING MY STORY
KNOWING PAIN & GRIEVING LOSS
VALUING & EXPRESSING FEELINGS
MAKING APOLOGY & Practicing FORGIVENESS
BEING GENEROUS & MAKING PEACE
1. The example of Musabyimana & Buhanda: What do we learn from their story?
Study the diagram on the next page and discuss:
What makes reconciliation possible?
What aspect(s) do I need to build on?
2. Other Groups: the basic approaches that are described in the book and
suggested in this study guide have worked with different cultures and faiths.
What group(s) in our area can we engage with this study? How could we do that?
3. A way to help express grief and loss. A guide to a PAIN RELEASE CEREMONY is
on 2live4give.org. This ceremony is useful for inter-faith groups and different
cultures. Participants may also use it at home to enable loved-ones, including
children, to benefit from opening their heart to express feelings at times of loss.
4. Discuss: What drama, art or stories come to mind from my culture that convey
insights and messages of healing, peace, justice or reconciliation?
5. A celebration of the changes to mark our progress towards hope. See 9 below.
6. Come, hear what happened: a ‘show and tell’ to a friend whom I will invite as
an on-looker, to hear how we have benefitted and want to promote peace, justice
and civility. Who could I invite to the celebration? What will I celebrate?
7. Personal care.
i. I need to start within 3 weeks making any proposed changes.
ii. If the change is to be part of my personal habits I need to practice it daily for 3
months. Take time to reflect on this challenge and how I make my resolve real.
8. Sharing what I know.
How has this study impacted me personally?
Why is this study important?
Who else could benefit from doing the study?
9. Date, time & location for the Reunion/Celebration; make an invitation to my
contacts, or a person from another faith or culture. For our reunion it’ll help if I :
Write a brief summary of my experience of my experience in this Group, with my
reflections, intentions and hopes after completing the study.
Bring notes, drawings or other expressions suitable for ‘Show and Tell’
[but only what I want to share with a general audience]
10. Close:
What am I feeling now?
What would I like to say to this group, and to our facilitator(s)?
Who will I encourage to participate next time?
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TO LIVE WELL & TO DO WELL
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